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Abstract. A well-known method for studying the solar wind very close to the Sun (heliocentric
distances: 4 to 40 solar radii) is by radio sounding between a spacecraft at superior conjunction
and the Earth. TheUlyssesSolar Corona Experiment was performed at the spacecraft’s two solar
conjunctions in summer 1991 and winter 1995, during which dual-frequency ranging and Doppler
observations were conducted globally on a nearly continuous basis at the NASA Deep Space Net-
work and other ground stations. The dual-frequency Doppler measurements were used to determine
coronal plasma velocities by a cross-correlation analysis during those occasions when tracking data
were recorded simultaneously at two well-separated ground stations. A ‘filtering’ technique was
developed to suppress noise and enhance the 2-station correlations, a procedure particularly effective
at small solar offsets. From the electron content measurements during the two solar conjunctions it
was found that regions of higher electron density tend to occur when the two-station correlations
yield slower outward flow velocities.

1. Introduction

Several techniques have been developed in the past four or five decades for ob-
serving the solar corona and the solar wind. Using a variety ofin situ and remote-
sensing techniques to study the solar wind, variations in the structure and dynamics
of the solar wind plasma have been observed on time scales from several minutes
to the rotation period of the Sun and on up to the 11 and 22-year periods of the solar
activity and magnetic cycles, respectively. Recent reviews of the techniques used
and the knowledge gained have been written by Jackson (1991), Bird and Eden-
hofer (1990), and Schwenn (1990). Most of these techniques are applicable to the
study of the solar wind either close to the Sun (heliocentric distancesr < 40R�,
whereR� = solar radius) or close to the Earth (r ' 215R�).

The earliest ground-based observations of the solar corona and the solar wind
(e.g., Hewish and Wyndham, 1963; Hewish, Scott, and Wills, 1964; Dennison
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and Hewish, 1967; Hewish and Symonds, 1969; Coles and Maagoe, 1972; Kak-
inuma, Washimi, and Kojima, 1973) exploited the phenomenon of interplanetary
scintillations (IPS) at meter wavelengths, and IPS observations have continued to
the present day (e.g., Rickett and Coles, 1991; Manoharanet al., 1995; Anantha-
krishnan, Balasubramanian, and Janardhan, 1995; Janardhanet al., 1996). IPS still
remains the only ground-based method for studying the large-scale properties of
the solar wind in the distance range 40R� ≤ r ≤ 215R�. With the advent of
spacecraft, however, it became possible to investigate the solar wind much closer to
the Sun (e.g., Yakovlevet al., 1980; Efimovet al., 1981; Woo and Armstrong, 1981;
Tyler et al., 1981; Wooet al., 1982) using radio links between deep space probes
and the Earth. Such observations are rare as they require the fortuitous placement
of a spacecraft in superior conjunction and are generally confined to the ecliptic
plane.

The Ulyssesspacecraft, the first to leave the ecliptic plane and orbit the Sun
in a polar orbit, underwent two solar conjunctions (referred to as C1, and C4) in
summer 1991 and winter 1995, respectively. Extensive dual-frequency (S- and X-
band) ranging and Doppler observations were conducted in support of theUlysses
Solar Corona Experiment (SCE) during these conjunctions. The spacecraft was
tracked globally on a nearly continuous basis by the NASA Deep Space Network
(DSN) of telescopes and other ground stations in Europe (Birdet al., 1992). While
the ray path fromUlyssesto Earth was always close to the ecliptic during the
conjunction in August–September 1991 (Pätzoldet al., 1992; Birdet al., 1994), it
passed through all heliolatitudes from South Pole to equator at distances between
20–30R� during the conjunction in February–March 1995 (Pätzoldet al., 1995;
Bird et al., 1996). This work presents the results of a two-station cross-correlation
analysis of dual-frequency Doppler measurements to determine coronal plasma
velocities during both C1 and C4.

2. Velocity Measurements from Two-Station Cross Correlations

Radio waves passing through an ionized medium experience a change in their
phase and group velocities as compared with their free-space values. This phe-
nomenon can be used to investigate the solar corona using radio links between the
Earth and a spacecraft near superior conjunction (Bird, 1982). The radio subsys-
tem configuration for theUlyssesSCE consists of an S-band uplink and a dual-
frequency S/X-band downlink, both of which are phase coherent with the uplink.
The downlink frequencies arefs = 2.293 GHz andfx = 8.408 GHz (fixed ratio
fx/fs = 11

3 ). The variation in the phase velocity due to changes in the density of
the intervening plasma results in a frequency-dependent Doppler shift of the two
received carrier frequencies. The plasma-induced variations can be isolated from
nondispersive effects by calculating an observable called the ‘differential Doppler
residual’
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δfsx = fs − 3

11
fx . (1)

The integrated differential Doppler, i.e., the differential phaseδmsx, is proportional
to the change in the electron columnar densityδNT ,

δmsx =
∫
δfsx dt = 0.543δNT , (2)

with

NT =
⊕∫
U

ne(s) ds , (3)

wherene(s) is the electron density along the downlink ray paths from Ulysses(U )
to Earth (⊕).

Differential Doppler measurements were recorded on a nearly continuous basis
during the conjunctions C1, and C4. The raw data from the various ground stations,
measurements of Doppler residuals, were sampled atδt = 1 s. Because the data
were not always continuous, sometimes having gaps lasting from a few seconds to
a few minutes, careful processing was necessary to remove poor data and to flag
stretches with data gaps.

On numerous occasions, Doppler data were recorded simultaneously at differ-
ent ground stations. During these limited opportunities it was possible to perform
a cross-correlation analysis with the data from the two stations. The time lag of
maximum correlation was assumed to be the time taken for the solar wind to move
a distance equal to the radial projection (1R) of the actual spatial separation of
the radio ray paths between the two ground stations andUlysses. The definition of
the distance1R is illustrated in Figure 1, a schematic representation of the relative
positions of Sun and Earth (points S and E, respectively) and theUlyssesspacecraft
during a radio sounding experiment. The solar offset of the radio ray pathR is
the distance from the center of the Sun (point S) to the solar proximate point B
along the line-of-sight between Earth andUlysses. Corresponding solar proximate
points along the ray paths fromUlyssesto two widely-separated ground stations are
denoted A (Eastern receiving station) and C (Western receiving station). Indicated
in the plane-of-sky view in Figure 1 (inset) are the actual spatial separation of the
radio ray paths between points A and C (1S) and its radial projection (1R), which
are computed from the known geometry for the date and time of the observations.
Typical values for1S and1R are a few thousand km.

Wohlmuth et al. (1997) have also calculated correlation lag times to deter-
mine solar wind flow velocities with theUlyssesDoppler data from C1. Rather
than using separate downlinks at two ground stations, however, Wohlmuthet al.
(1997) computed the cross-correlation between uplink and downlink at single sta-
tions. The typical coronal separation for the uplink/downlink correlations (10–
20 thousand km) are considerably larger than for the two-station experiment.
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Figure 1.Schematic representation of theUlyssesSCE geometry. The relative positions of Sun (S),
Earth (E), andUlysses(U) form the sounding plane S–E–U. The solar offset of the radio ray path
R is the distance between the points S and B. Indicated in the orthogonal plane-of-sky view (inset
at right) is the actual spatial separation AC of the radio ray paths from the spacecraft to two ground
stations on Earth (distance:1S). The projection of1S onto the solar radial is1R.

Another technique for determining plasma flow velocities at solar distances
from 3–30R� is photometric tracing of features in the white-light corona with the
LASCO coronagraph on SOHO (Sheeleyet al., 1997). Rather than a correlation in
time for a known coronal radial separation, the differenced images from LASCO
basically yield the1R (and thus radial velocity) from two snapshots taken at pre-
cisely known times. As with the cross-correlation technique discussed here, it is
essential to the observation that the corona be sufficiently structured to produce the
necessary contrast in the white-light images. The LASCO measurements reported
for the coronal streamer belt yield exceptionally accurate velocity profiles with
distance from the Sun. Roughly constant acceleration was reported for the white-
light ‘leaves in the wind’ from 150 km s−1 at 5R� to 300 km s−1 at 25R�. The
continuous monitoring of one and the same solar wind stream is a significant ad-
vantage over the radio correlation technique, which gathers random samples from
many streams at isolated points in time and space.

Figure 2 is an example of the correlations obtained on 1 September 1991 (day
of year, DOY= 244) between the DSN ground stations at Madrid (DSS 63) and
Goldstone (DSS 14) during the conjunction C1. The dashed and dotted curves
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Figure 2.Correlations obtained on 1 September 1991 (day of year, DOY= 244) for ground stations
at Madrid (DSS 63) and Goldstone (DSS 14) during conjunction C1. The dashed and dotted curves
are the autocorrelations. The solid curve is the cross correlation with a maximum value of 0.38 at
time lagτ = 10 s.

are the autocorrelation functions of the two data sets from DSS 63 and DSS 14,
respectively. The solid curve is the cross-correlation function. Whereas the auto-
correlations peak sharply at zero time lag, the cross correlation is seen to attain a
maximum value of 0.38 at a time lagτ = 10 s. It was observed that the cross-
correlation coefficients for all the examples of two-station data during both C1 and
C4 never exceeded 0.4. One reason for this was that the data were rather noisy
when tracking a source so close to the Sun.

Figure 3 shows the raw data (upper panels) and the power spectra (lower panels)
for the data corresponding to Figure 2. Data for the ground station DSS 63 are
shown on the left; DSS 14 on the right. An appropriate number of zeros have been
appended to the data in order to have a total of 2048 points (211) for use in standard
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) software. The spectra are plotted up to the Nyquist
frequencyνN = 0.5 Hz and have been normalized to the highest spectral density.
It is evident that the high frequency end of the spectrum (> 0.1 Hz) is dominated
by system (receiver) noise which significantly degrades the cross correlations.

3. Improving the Two-Station Cross Correlations

In contrast to IPS spectra, which provide information at frequencies between 0.1 Hz
and a few Hz, the propagation medium affects the Doppler sounding spectra at
frequencies 0.001 < ν ≤ 0.1 Hz. This implies that the scale sizes affecting the
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Figure 3.Raw data (upper panels) showing the differential Doppler residuals as a function of time
and the normalized power spectra (lower panels) for the correlations shown in Figure 2 (left: DSS 63;
right: DSS 14.) Note that the spectra are dominated by noise from 0.1 Hz up to the Nyquist frequency
νN = 0.5 Hz.

Doppler sounding data are typically 1–2 orders of magnitude greater than those
probed by IPS. As seen from the spectra in Figure 3, receiver noise dominates
beyond 0.1 Hz. This noise does not correlate between the two ground stations and
hence degrades the cross correlations. Using an FFT to display the data in the
frequency domain, the undesired high frequencies can be removed by suppress-
ing spectral amplitudes above a cutoff frequencyνc. The ‘filtered’ data, which
can be recovered via an inverse FFT, yield cross-correlation coefficients that are
significantly higher than those obtained from raw unfiltered data.

Figure 4 shows the data of DOY 244 for station 63 along with the corresponding
power spectra after application of various degrees of filtering. Each pair of panels
from the top show doppler residuals for station 63 (left panel) and the correspond-
ing power spectra (right panel) after 60%, 75%, and 95% of the high frequencies
have been removed. This filtering corresponds to removing all fluctuations at fre-
quenciesν > νc, whereνc is 0.200, 0.125 and 0.025 Hz, respectively. All the
spectra feature steep dropouts beyond the frequencyνc (indicated in each of the
panels on the right by a vertical dashed line).
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Figure 5 shows the correlations after the data have been filtered. The solid curve
in each of the panels on the left shows the cross correlation; the dashed and dotted
curves are the autocorrelation functions. It can be seen that successive stages of
filtering steadily improves the correlation coefficient. The time lag of maximum
correlation, on the other hand, remains more or less stable. The time lag and the
amplitude of the correlation maximum were determined systematically by fitting
32 points around the peak of the correlation by a Gaussian. The centroid, amplitude
and the width of the fitted Gaussian, as well as the formal errors in these values,
were then calculated. The panels on the right in Figure 5 show these Gaussian fits
around the peak of the cross correlation.

The noise in the Doppler data increases as the solar offset of the radio ray path to
Ulyssesdecreases. Thus data at small solar offsets require more extensive filtering
in order to achieve significantly large correlation coefficients. The filtering factor
was set to the highest reasonable amount of 95% (vc = 0.025 Hz) for uniformity
in the data processing. This extreme level of filtering was possible because, as
seen from many examples, the derived time lags were independent of the degree
of filtering. Data sets that showed a correlation coefficient of less than 0.4 after
filtering and those that gave values of time lagτ < 10 s were dropped, as were a
few data sets that yielded negative time lags. Out of a total of 39 sets of data during
conjunction C1, 19 sets were retained and used for further analysis. For conjunction
C4, data sets showing negative time lags and those with correlation coefficients less
than 0.4 after filtering were dropped. From a total of 23 data sets, 16 were retained
for further analysis. The weak correlation in the discarded data sets is attributed
to a lack of significant electron density fluctuation amplitude in the propagation
medium near the solar proximate point. If no ‘tracers’ are entrained in the outward
flowing solar wind, then no discernable fluctuations will be imparted to the phase
of the radio signals along the two ray paths.

4. Two-Station Coronal Velocities from C1 and C4

Figure 6 shows the measurements of solar wind velocity determined from two-
station correlations during C1. The velocity estimates (right scale: solid circles
joined by a broken line) are plotted together with columnar electron density mea-
surements obtained fromUlyssesdual-frequency ranging data (Birdet al., 1994).
The columnar electron densities (left scale: small solid squares) are measured in
hexems (1 hexem= 1016 electrons m−2). No velocity measurements were avail-
able between DOY 231 and DOY 236, as there were no simultaneous measure-
ments available from ground stations during this period. The error in each time lag
measurement was taken to be the sum of the half-width of the Gaussian fit to the
correlation peak at the 95% point and the formal error in the mean value of the
Gaussian fit. The vertical bars on each velocity measurement are± this error. The
upper panel in Figure 6 shows a scaled solar disk projection of the C1 occultation
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Figure 4. Each pair of panels starting from the top shows the Doppler residuals on DOY 244 for
station 63 (left panel) and the corresponding power spectra (right panel) after removing 60%, 75%
and 95% of the high frequencies, respectively. This filtering corresponds to removing all frequencies
ν > vc, whereνc (vertical dashed lines) is 0.200, 0.125, and 0.025 Hz, respectively.

geometry asUlyssespassed behind the Sun from east to west. The trajectory is
marked by a straight line with the position ofUlyssesshown by solid circles at 0 UT
everyday. The solar offset distance of the ray path proximate point is indicated on
the upper abscissa scale. The smallest solar offset distance reached byUlysseswas
4.3 R� on 21 August 1991. This event is marked by an arrow in both panels of
Figure 6.

In contrast to the impressive velocity profiles of Sheeleyet al. (1997), the
19 velocity measurements in Figure 6, derived from two-station correlations, do
not display an obvious acceleration of the solar wind over the range of solar offset
distances from 7 to 38R�. On the other hand, the velocity determinations from
Ulyssesuplink/downlink correlations (Wohlmuthet al., 1997) clearly increase with
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Figure 5.Autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions obtained after 60%, 75%, and 95% filtering
(left panels), respectively. The panels on the right show slightly magnified plots of the cross corre-
lation (solid line) with Gaussian fits to the data around the peak (superimposed dotted curves). The
Gaussian fit parameters and formal errors in the fit procedure are indicated.

increasing solar distance. The apparent discepancy can be explained partially by
projection effects and partially by the nonsimultaneous random sampling of the
two-station and uplink/downlink measurements.

Another reason for the absence of a clear trend with solar offset is the mix-
ture of high-speed and low-speed solar wind streams along the radio ray path.
Pätzoldet al. (1997) examined theUlyssesranging data in detail and concluded
that separate radial profiles existed for the electron density and solar wind velocity
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Figure 6. Measurements of columnar electron density (left scale: small solid squares) and solar
wind velocity (right scale: solid circles) during C1. The abscissa shows UT, represented as a 1991
day-of-year (DOY) number. The upper panel shows the occultation geometry (solar disk view) during
C1, correctly scaled in time with the lower diagram. The trajectory is marked by a straight line with
the position ofUlyssesshown by filled circles at 0 UT everyday. The solar offset distance is indicated
by dotted concentric circles with radii in units of 10R�.

in coronal holes as opposed to regions within the streamer belt. At least beyond
60R�, observations from Helios (Schwennet al., 1978) first revealed the bimodal
nature of the solar wind. The distinct contrast between these two modes and the
associated dependence on heliolatitude was even more clearly demonstrated on
Ulysses(Phillips et al., 1994). The solar wind is either fast with low density or
slow with high density. Moreover, much larger values of fractional electron density
variations, which are important for the correlation, are found in the slow speed
streams (Wooet al., 1995). Nevertheless, large variations in the velocity estimates
are found at similar solar offset distances, indicating that the random samples of
correlation time lag are being dominated off and on by both fast and slow streams.
In order to test whether the high density/low speed (and vice versa) trend persists
in the young solar wind below 40R�, it was decided to examine the relationship
between the velocity estimates and theradially detrendedelectron column density.

The columnar electron densityNT (R), defined in Equation (3), was found to
follow a radial power-law dependence with a single exponent given by 1+ γ
(Pätzoldet al., 1992; Birdet al., 1994). The slightly different values ofγ for ingress
and egress are indicated on the plot in Figure 6. It was shown (Birdet al., 1994)
that a good fit to the data could be obtained with
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NT (R) = K(α)NBR�
[
R�
R

]α−1

, (4)

whereNB andK(α) are constants andα = γ +2 is the radial power-law exponent
of the electron density. For a constant and radially symmetric solar wind expansion,
γ = 0 andα = 2. The value of the exponentα for C1 was found to beα = 2.54 and
α = 2.42 for ingress and egress, respectively, indicating that the solar wind was
still accelerating in this range of solar distances (4R� < R < 40R�). Pätzold,
Tsurutami, and Bird (1997) demonstrated that Equation (4) is not strictly valid for
the case when the radio ray path passes through both coronal hole and coronal
streamer regions along the limb. Different values ofα hold in these regions and
the asymptotic state with radial expansion at constant velocity is achieved at much
smaller solar distances in coronal holes. Nevertheless, Equation (4) is considered
to be quite adequate for the radial detrending procedure applied here.

Using the above indicated values of the radial falloff exponentα, the strong
radial dependence of the electron density distribution can be removed and the
extrapolated value of the electron content can be given at some chosen solar offset
distance (say, 20R�). The technique of removing the radial dependence was uti-
lized by Wooet al. (1995) to compute the fractional electron density fluctuations
during C1. However, no corresponding velocity measurements were analyzed in
their work.

Figure 7 shows basically the same plot as Figure 6 (lower panel), except now
the total electron content has been projected to 20R� after compensating for the
radial dependence from Equation (4). The radially detrended electron content (open
triangles) is plotted on the left ordinate scale and solar wind velocity (filled circles
with error bars) is plotted on the right ordinate scale.In situ plasma measurements
outside 60R� (e.g., Schwenn, 1990; Goslinget al., 1981) have shown that the
peaks in the density profiles follow the neutral line separating sector boundaries
and are the apparent extensions of coronal streamers containing slow solar wind.
Figure 7 shows that the same situation holds close to the Sun. Velocity minima
appear at the same times as the peaks in the density profiles.

Figure 8 shows measurements of velocity and total electron content, derived
from the conjunction C4 (February–March 1995). Velocity measurements are plot-
ted on the right ordinate scale with each measurement shown by an open diamond
joined by a broken line. The ranging measurements of total electron content are
plotted on the left ordinate scale in hexems. Each individual 5-minute range mea-
surement is shown by a small filled square. The data gaps in the ranging measure-
ments are due to incomplete tracking coverage at the various ground stations. The
heliographic latitude of the solar proximate point is plotted on the upper abscissa
scale. All of the high velocities are confined to the polar regions above 60◦ S and
the low velocities are all at latitudes below 60◦. The electron content peaks in the
streamer belt at a latitude ofw 20◦ and reaches its minimum over the coronal hole
dominated southern polar regions. The large velocities and correspondingly large
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Figure 7. Radially detrended columnar electron content (open triangles) and solar wind velocity
measurements (solid circles) during C1. This plot is similar to Figure 6, but the total electron content
has been extrapolated to 20R� from the radial dependence given by Equation (4).

errors measured over the polar regions of the Sun are probably due to the unusual
occulting geometry with significant nonradial alignment of the radio ray paths to
the two ground stations during the tracking passes.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

In the entire analysis, the time associated with each velocity estimate was arbitrar-
ily taken to be the time corresponding to the midpoint of the data interval used for
the cross correlation and the value of the radial projection1R was computed for
that time. However,1R changes continuously with time and can be different from
the assumed value even within the approximately 35 min corresponding to the data
length.

Figure 9 shows how the coronal ray path separation changes with time for a few
pairs of ground stations during occultation C1. The thick and thin lines represent
the ray path separations1S and1R (see Figure 1) for the specific pairs of ground
stations as indicated in the plot. The thin vertical lines denote the times of the
mid-points of four two-station measurement intervals (each with 2048 Doppler
measurements at 1 sample s−1). In the case of the Goldstone/Canberra observations
of DOY 224 shown in Figure 9, the decrease in1R is about 400 km over the
duration of the measurement. This represents a 10% error in the assumed value of
1R.
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Figure 8.Velocity measurements derived from two-station correlations compared with electron con-
tent measurements during conjunction C4 in February–March 1995. The velocities (diamonds with
error bars joined by a broken line) are plotted on the right ordinate scale; the electron content in
hexems (small solid squares) on the left. The heliographic latitude of the solar proximate point is
plotted on the upper abscissa.

Figure 9. Coronal ray path separation during a time segment during C1. Each pair of thick and
thin solid lines are the ray path separations1S and1R respectively, for the specific pairs of ground
stations indicated in the plot. The four thin vertical lines denote times corresponding to the mid-points
of the data intervals (duration: 2048 s) for which velocity estimates were made.
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Figure 10.Two-station correlation coefficient as a function of the angleθ between1R and1S. Each
point is the average of all data in bins of 0.1 in correlation coefficient. Standard 1σ bars indicate the
spread in correlation coefficient and angleθ for all bins containing more than one point. The open
(solid) circles are from conjunction C1 (C4). The singular point corresponding to DOY 244, when
the solar wind was particularly structured, is marked by a small vertical arrow.

A more serious error is associated with the nonradial alignment of the ray paths
to the two ground stations. For conjunction C4, the occultation geometry was such
that1R sometimes reduced to less than 5% of1S. This resulted in large velocity
and error estimates at high latitudes during C4 when the ray paths were over the
polar regions.

Figure 10 shows a scatter plot of the correlation coefficient as a function of
the angleθ between1R and1S. Each point plotted is the average of all data
in bins of 0.1 in correlation coefficient. Standard 1σ bars indicate the spread in
correlation coefficient and angleθ for all bins containing more than one point.
The conjunctions C1, and C4 are shown in Figure 10 by open and filled circles,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 10 that when the correlation coefficient is
high, the radial alignment between the ray paths is generally good with the angleθ

between1R and1S being small. Since Doppler sounding observations reported
here are sensitive to scale sizes of a few thousand kilometers, the correlation is
expected to be degraded when the lateral (nonradial) displacement between the
ray paths is greater than several thousand kilometers. This effect becomes evident
in Figure 10 forθ > 30◦. Exceptions to this trend occur when the solar wind
plasma is highly structured, as in the case of DOY 244 (see Figures 2–6). The
point corresponding to this day is marked in Figure 10 by a small vertical arrow.

In conclusion, Fourier filtering of the Doppler sounding data by the method
described in this paper is effective in enhancing cross-correlation coefficients and
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can be used in deriving coronal velocities in the distance range 4R� to 40R�. The
2-station velocities measured during conjunctions C1 and C4 displayed the trend
observed byin-situ observations outside 60R�: high velocities associated with
regions of low total electron content and vice versa. Since the peaks in the density
profiles are known to follow the neutral line, whose northward and southward ex-
tensions essentially define the streamer belt of low solar wind velocity, it was not
unexpected that the velocity estimates are generally lower in regions of relatively
high total electron content.
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